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Summary  

1. Main issues 

 The Director of Adults and Health is accountable for a £207m business which amounts 
to 40% of Leeds City Council’s net expenditure. The directorate’s business intelligence 
function needs to provide sufficient and timely management information to enable adult 
social care managers and leaders to make informed decisions which generate the best 
possible experience for service users and maximise the efficiency of commissioning and 
operational activities. The demand for intelligence comes from across the directorate’s 
strategic leadership, service provision and commissioning teams. It also comes from 
national and local government agencies and partners. Current arrangements for the 
manual production of business intelligence for the directorate are provided through an 
integrated support service with a single professional lead. Over time the relative 
strengths and risks of this approach have come under review with a decision to 
implement a new organisational shape for business intelligence services.  
 

 The new model has a single Head of Service (Dir 60%) responsible for the business 
intelligence within the Adults and Health Directorate and the Children and Families 
Directorate. This span of accountabilities is overlarge and the directorate requires 
additional senior leadership within its intelligence services in order to safely and 
effectively drive its national, corporate and local business agendas. In particular the 
strategic demands of this role across the two largest directorates in the council exposes 
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a lack of capacity for more routine senior leadership within the Adults and Health 
directorate’s intelligence service. 

 

 The Adults and Health Directorate has established an automated business intelligence 
product enabling its leaders and managers to self-serve their performance and 
intelligence requirements. This is improving the accessibility, timeliness and use of 
automated performance reports in a consistent and systematic way. It is reducing the 
manual effort involved in the production of performance information, maximising the use 
of technology, developing the capacity of managers in the analysis of performance and 
enabling managers to manage resources more effectively.  
 

 The development of enhanced activity data tools is necessary but not sufficient to 
enhance the use of business intelligence by the directorate’s social care leaders and 
managers. Without ongoing change management support there is a significant risk that 
new business processes which use BI to inform performance and strategic leadership 
and commissioning will not emerge and the directorate will not be able to take full 
advantage from its investment in this development. 

 

2. Best Council Plan Implications (click here for the latest version of the Best Council Plan) 

 Better management information and business intelligence support the Best Council 
Health & Wellbeing Strategy by enabling more effective management and 
commissioning leading to more people managing their own health conditions in the 
community and enabling people with care and support needs to have choice and 
control.  

3. Resource Implications 

Recommendations 

a) The Director of Adults and Health is asked to note that following a corporate review the 
functional structure for the directorate’s intelligence and policy resources will be 
assimilated within the Adults and Health Directorate. These will incorporated within the 
responsibilities of the Head of Performance and Improvement who has shared 
accountabilities with the Children and Families Directorate. Business intelligence is 
required to inform its business valued at £207m (40% of the council’s net expenditure) 
and to deliver savings of £5.9m to mitigate demand pressures in financial year 2020/21. 
 

b) The Director of Adults and Health is asked to note the production of new automated 
resources offering the opportunity for more timely, disseminated bespoke business 
intelligence and better performance management whilst generating £135,222 of direct 
financial savings per annum, £82,000 of this within the Business Support Service. This 
will require new business and support arrangements to ensure the system meets and 
continues to reflect changing business requirements. 

 
c) The Director of Adults and Health is asked to give authority to approve the release of 2 

permanent full time posts created through available funds within the employee budget.  
 
 

https://www.leeds.gov.uk/your-council/plans-and-strategies/council-plans
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1. Purpose of this report 

1.1 To seek approval to create 2 full time permanent posts, one to sit within the directorate’s 
Performance and Quality Assurance service and one to sit within the Embedding 
Change Team to deliver business intelligence and performance management within the 
directorate. The cost of these posts will be met through existing budgets creating no 
additional budget pressures. 
 

2. Background information 

2.1 Intelligence-led decision-making is central to the pursuit of our Best Council and Best 
City ambitions. Good outcomes are informed by data and the effective use of data. 
Information and intelligence are part of the ‘glue’ that holds services together. These 
functions are increasingly important in being able to continue to improve outcomes for 
the people of Leeds and to effectively respond to the combined challenges of significant 
financial constraints and increasing pressures from demand on key services. 

 
2.2 The Adults and Health Directorate is accountable for £207m of council business. Its 

functions are increasingly important in delivering the council’s expectations of Leeds 
becoming the Best City in the UK. The directorate faces the combined challenges of 
significant financial constraints and increasing pressures on key services. The 
directorate’s business intelligence function needs to provide sufficient and timely 
management information for to assure these risk and enable adult social care managers 
and leaders to make informed decisions which generate the best possible experience 
for service users and maximise the efficiency of commissioning and operational 
activities. The demand for intelligence comes from across the directorate’s strategic 
leadership, service provision and commissioning teams. It also comes from national and 
local government agencies and partners. 

3. Main issues 

3.1 A review of the council’s intelligence services was undertaken in 2016 with the overall 
objective to establish an integrated support service with a single professional lead. It 
aimed to maximise the use of resources, improve the co-ordination of activity and 
realise significant efficiencies. Over the past year further consideration of the 
effectiveness this model has led to a revision in organisational shape. The new model 
has a Head of Service responsible for both the Adults and Health Directorate and the 
Children and Families Directorate. This span of accountabilities is large. In particular the 
strategic demands of this role across the two largest directorates in the council exposes 
a lack of capacity for more routine senior leadership within the Adults and Health 
directorate’s intelligence service.  

 
3.2 The Adults and Health Directorate has invested in automated business intelligence and 

this programme is due for completion by or before March 2021. The programme was 
established to improve accessibility, timeliness and use of automated performance 
reports in a consistent and systematic way. It is reducing the manual effort involved in 
the production of performance information, maximising the use of technology, 
developing the skills of managers to use the reports to analyse performance and will 
enable managers to manage staffing resources more effectively. 
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3.3 In order to fully realise the benefits of the council’s investment in this area it is proposed 
to create two new roles to deliver the required leadership and systemic and cultural 
change. The Head of Service responsible for the delivery of the performance and 
business intelligence for Adults and Health Directorate (45%) would oversee the 
ongoing development of automated business intelligence within the directorate and 
provide other senior management and leadership duties. The Business Intelligence 
Change Manager (PO4) post will support the business to utilise the new automated BI 
products and drive improvements and efficiencies across the directorate. 

4. Corporate considerations 

4.1 Consultation and engagement 

4.1.1 A briefing on this proposed delegated decision was provided to the Executive Member 
for Health, Wellbeing & Adults on the 14th May 2020. The Executive Member for 
Resources has been consulted by HR regarding the creation of the Temporary Director 
45% post on the 11th May 2020. No issues were raised. 

4.1.2 The Chief Officer Resources and Strategy will provide a briefing on this proposal to the 
trade union representatives on 20th May 2020. 

4.1.3 Managers and officers in affected teams, including the Enabling Change Team; the 
Performance and Quality Assurance Team and the Data Quality and Reporting Team 
were consulted between February and April 2020. There comments have contributed to 
the shape of these proposals.  

4.2 Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration 

4.2.1 An Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and Integration Screening has been completed and 
has been included as a background paper to this report. 

4.3 Council policies and the Best Council Plan 

4.3.1 Intelligence-led decision-making is a core feature of our Best Council Ambitions and the 
Best Council Plan. The development of council policies need to be informed by data and 
the effective use of data, facilitating efficient ways of working; managing risks; ensuring 
compliance; driving improvement through effective challenge; using intelligence to drive 
improved decision making; bringing about innovation; and delivering significant business 
change. These functions will be increasingly important in continuing to improve 
outcomes for the people of Leeds and to effectively respond to the combined challenges 
of significant financial constraints and increasing pressures on key services.  
 

Climate Emergency 

4.3.2 The recommendations of this paper support the council’s response to the Climate 
Emergency by enhancing its leadership capacity and enabling its programme of 
automation of business intelligence products. 
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4.4 Resources, procurement and value for money 

4.4.1 The proposal contained within this report directly impacts upon the Quality and 
Performance Review Team and to the Embedding Change Teams which are located 
within the Adults and Health Directorate. The capacity in these teams has been 
temporarily enhanced through the creation of time limited posts developed to support 
the Automated Business Intelligence Programme. The programme has funded two 
temporary posts for which there has been a commitment which does not end until 
September 2020 and January 2021. The programme has now been extended up to 
March 2021. The posts will be terminated at the end of the commitment or the point of 
introduction of the new resources (whichever is the latest) and the officers will return to 
their substantive posts. 

 

Current ASC BI dedicated resources 
Name Role Expertise/Focus Status 

Specialist 
Programme Team  

   

Stuart Cameron-
Strickland 

Head of Policy 
Performance and 
Improvement 
52.5% 

Programme Executive Permanent post 
funded through BI 
programme 

Julie Snowdon Programme Manager 
45% 

Programme Manager Permanent post 
funded through BI 
programme 

Ven Tallura BI Developer - 
Contractor 

IT Developer External contractor 
funded through BI 
Programme 

Performance & 
Quality Assurance 
Team 

   

Peter Storrie Head of Policy and 
Performance Dir 60 

Head of service for 
both Children and 
Families Directorate 
and Adults and Health 
Directorate 

Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Irene Dee Senior Performance & 
QA Officer PO6 

Team Manager 
Data Production 
National Returns 

Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Diane Wrigglesworth Performance & 
Quality Assurance 
Officer PO2 

Data Analyst Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Elaine Rey Principal Performance 
& QA Officer PO4 

Policy and 
Performance 
Management 

Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Rob Wood Principal Performance 
& QA Officer PO4 

Data Analyst Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Kate McGuire Senior 
Commissioning 
Services Analyst PO4 

Data Analyst Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Vicky Smith Senior Performance 
Assurance Analyst 
PO4 

Data Analyst Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 
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James Clark Senior Performance 
Assurance Analyst 
PO4 (Temp 
secondment) 

Data Analyst Secondment funded 
through programme 

Embedding Change 
Team 

   

Mel Balmforth Service Delivery 
Manager 45% 

Team Manager 
Change management 

Permanent post 
funded through 
revenue 

Michelle McDade Embedding Change 
Officer PO1  

Requirements analysis 
Stakeholder 
engagement 
User acceptance 
testing 
Preparation for 
implementation 

Secondment funded 
through programme 

Evans, Veronica   
 

Business 
Development 
Manager 

  

Gordon, Sharon   
 

Senior Business 
Support Officer 

  

Shakila Khalid,  Team Manager PO4 Line manager; 
stakeholder 
engagement 
User acceptance 
testing 

 

Data Quality & 
Reporting Team 

   

Ben Grant Business Intelligence 
Officer PO6 

Team Manager  
BI Development 

Permanent post 
funded through 
programme 

Suzy Butterfield Data Quality Officer 
PO2 

Report Development & 
data quality 

Permanent post 
50% funded through 
programme & 50% 
through revenue 

Rebekah McGibbon Data Quality Officer 
PO2 

Report Development & 
data quality 

Permanent post 
50% funded through 
programme & 50% 
through revenue 

Nadeem Zafar Data Quality Officer 
PO2 

Report Development & 
data quality 

Permanent post 
50% funded through 
programme and 
50% through 
revenue 

Table 1 
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4.4.2 This paper proposes the creation of 2 permanent posts to be created. One is to be 
added to the Resources and Strategy Structure and one to the Social Work and Social 
Care Services.  

Table Two – Proposed posts to be created 

Grade  Cost per 
annum 

 

45% Head of Performance 
Management 

£73,206 
(TBA) 

Funded within 2020/21 directorate 
revenue budget 

P04 Embedding BI Systems 
Manager 

£52,731 Funding identified from funded 
vacancy within the Quality and 
Performance Review Team 

*The cost of each post in this table are calculated as top of the scale with on costs 

 

4.4.3 Although the Business Intelligence developments are focussed on the development of 
automated management information reports, improved business intelligence functions 
will generate efficiencies in service delivery and enable better decision making. At the 
point of delivery, the programme is expected to reduce the total hours of data analytic 
and business support activity for the directorate by 5,541hours pa (approx. 3.5fte). 

4.4.4 The programme has been developed at a cost of approximately £900,000 from the 
capital programme over a 4 year period. At close down these costs will no longer be 
required. Automation of BI is estimated to generate £135,222 direct financial savings 
per annum, £82,000 of this within the Business Support Service (see appendix A). It is 
anticipated that the new arrangements will lead to a reduction in demand for the 
Performance & Quality Assurance Team’s core services as ‘self service’ products 
become established over the next 3 to 5 years enabling the council to make further 
savings. 

4.4.5 It is anticipated that at close, the need for ongoing support and development will 
continue and that this will be managed as an ongoing function. Some resources will 
continue to be required within support services to meet performance and development 
demands amongst leaders and managers responding to new business intelligence 
outside previous custom and practice.  

4.4.6 In order to facilitate these requirements, it is proposed to reconfigure the operating 
model of some existing resources and to establish two new posts. The introduction of 
these will bring forward the local authority’s opportunity to realise the business benefits 
of the programme and generate the resilience within the system to enable the system to 
flexibly respond to changes and developments within the business process and 
strategies of the council.  

4.4.7 It is proposed to establish a new permanent post titled ‘Head of Performance 
Management’ within the Adults and Health Directorate at 45% to lead the developments 
under the support of the Head of Performance Management & Improvement (CC& 
H&W). This post will provide leadership across the adult social care function within the 
directorate in the development and embedding of a comprehensive performance 
function informed by self-service business intelligence to drive improvements in 
outcomes for vulnerable people. The post will establish an effective performance 
management and business intelligence culture, practice and processes across the 
council’s Adult Social Care services which can fully exploit the opportunities derived 
from the new automated BI tools. The post will ensure that all officers working within 
adult social care functions with leadership and management roles are able to improve 
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the performance of their services in respect of all corporate and directorate priorities, 
which are aligned to the delivery of the council’s strategic outcomes and deliver better 
outcomes for service users. 

4.4.8 After the close down of the programme, there will also be an on-going requirement for 
change management support to engage with partners and other stakeholders; to gain 
agreement and commitment to delivering change, co-operation and resources to 
successfully deliver service improvements. This includes direct work with senior 
management team at directorate level; the delegation of tasks to other departments and 
the production of detailed reports. The level of work has been evaluated as having 
responsibilities commensurate with a PO4 grade.  

4.5 Legal implications, access to information, and call-in 

4.5.1 This is not a key decision therefore is not subject to call-in. 

4.6 Risk management 

4.6.1 The council is facing significant financial and demographic challenges in delivering good 
outcomes for citizens with social care needs. Successful management of these risks is 
dependent upon appropriate and timely business intelligence at all levels of the 
organisation. Without this the council would be unable to plan, monitor and review its 
strategies, manage the associated risks and take advantages of opportunities emerging 
within the sector. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 The Director of Adults and Health is building a sustainable social care system against a 
backdrop of reducing resources. The directorate’s business intelligence function needs 
to provide sufficient and timely management information to assure these risks are 
identified and well managed whilst enabling adult social care managers and leaders to 
make informed decisions which generate the best possible experience for service users 
and maximise the efficiency of commissioning and operational activities. 

 
5.2 A review of the council’s intelligence services was undertaken in 2016 with the overall 

objective to establish an integrated support service with a single professional lead. It 
aimed to maximise the use of resources, improve the co-ordination of activity and 
realise significant efficiencies. Over the past year further consideration of the 
effectiveness this model has led to a revision in organisational shape. The new model 
has a Head of Service responsible for both the Adults and Health Directorate (50% of 
time) and the Children and Families Directorate (50% of time). This span of 
accountabilities is large and the directorate will require additional senior support to 
manage the need for senior management of its service intelligence and to support 
strategic commissioning 

 
5.3 The Automated BI programme was established to improve accessibility, timeliness and 

use of automated performance reports in a consistent and systematic way. It is reducing 
the manual effort involved in the production of performance information, maximising the 
use of technology, developing the skills of managers to use the reports to analyse 
performance and will enable managers to manage staffing resources more effectively. 
At the closedown of the programme ongoing leadership and support will be required for 
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the development of the performance system and culture to ensure full benefits are 
accrued by the council.  
 

6. Recommendations 

a) The Director of Adults and Health is asked to note that following a corporate review the 
functional structure for the directorate’s intelligence and policy resources will be 
assimilated within the Adults and Health Directorate. These will incorporated within the 
responsibilities of the Head of Performance and Improvement whose majority 
accountabilities lie with the Children and Families Directorate. Business intelligence is 
required to inform its business valued at £207m (40% of the council’s net expenditure) 
and to deliver savings of £5.9m to mitigate demand pressures in financial year 2020/21. 
 

b) The Director of Adults and Health is asked to note the production of new automated 
resources offering the opportunity for more timely, disseminated bespoke business 
intelligence and better performance management whilst generating £135,222 of direct 
financial savings per annum, £82,000 of this within the Business Support Service. This 
will require new business and support arrangements to ensure the system meets and 
continues to reflect changing business requirements. 

 
c) The Director of Adults and Health is asked to give authority to approve the release of 2 

permanent full time posts created through available funds within the employee budget.  
 

7. None. 1 

 
8. Appendices 
 
8.1 Automated BI Programme Benefits Realisation Report 

8.2 Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and Integration Screening 

8.3 Structure Charts 

  

                                            
1 The background documents listed in this section are available to download from the council’s website, unless they contain 
confidential or exempt information.  The list of background documents does not include published works. 
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Appendix A (8.1) 

ASC Automated Business Intelligence Programme 

 

Draft Benefits Plan v0.6 

 

February 2018 
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Purpose 
 

The purpose of this Benefits Realisation Plan is to identify and record the potential financial 

savings and business benefits which Adults Social Care could achieve as a result of the 

Business Intelligence Programme   

 

This plan lists the areas where benefits could be realised, estimates the current cost, 

quantifies the potential gain and identifies owners responsible for realisation. 

 

 

Background 
 

The Business Intelligence Programme was approved by DLT on 14.06.17. 

 

This programme will reduce the manual effort involved in the production of performance 

information, maximise the use of technology, develop the skills of managers to use the 

reports to analyse performance and enable managers to manage staffing resources more 

effectively. 

 

Although the Programme is focussed on the development of automated management 

information reports, improved business intelligence functions will generate efficiencies in 

service delivery by enabling better decision making. 

 

The integrity of MI reporting relies on consistent business processes and clear mandated 

procedures for data input by all staff. Compliance with these procedures will become more 

and more important as DLT will use automated reports to support key decision making. 

There is some way to go in terms of reaching a position of maturity and compliance for data 

input within the service. 

 

This Programme with investigate data quality and action plans will be produced to ensure 

our information assets and records management are improved and MI reports are reliable.  

 

There is range of performance management tools which are within the scope of this 

Programme to automate: 

 Statutory Returns 

 Performance Outcomes Framework 

 Citywide operational dashboards (business process functions) 

 Local gatekeeping spreadsheets 

o Homecare hours 

o Citywide placement panel 

o Citywide Unallocated Sheet 

 Operational spreadsheets  - to be determined within the analysis stage of the 

projects 
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SWOT Analysis 
 

The diagram below details the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats relating 

to the ability of the Directorate to realise the benefits of the Programme. 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 

The Programme will maximise the use of 

technology to improve the quality, 

efficiency and effectiveness of Business 

Intelligence functions. 

The Programme is managed using a 

structured project management 

methodology. 

Resources are flexibly deployed so that 

‘business as usual’ activities are 

maintained. 

Many benefits are not quantifiable with 

little baseline information to work from. 

Some benefits will be long term and 

difficult to predict. 

Programme resources are not dedicated 

to the Programme. 

Pace of delivery and scarce availability of 

internal report analyst and developer 

resources. 

 

Opportunities Threats 

To deliver more efficient services and an 

opportunity improve performance 

analysis. 

To improve data quality processes and 

improve records management. 

For the Programme to act as an example 

in delivering automated performance 

reporting. 

 

Lack of service buy in to the delivery of 

the Programme. 

Changes to reporting systems and 

business processes.  

Performance risks relating to the 

consistent use of automated reports.  

That data capture and recording is not 

consistently managed. 

 

 

 

General Benefits 
 

There are two main aspects to the benefits of automating business intelligence: 

 

 Improved accessibility, timeliness and use of automated performance reports in a 

consistent and systematic way (see page 4) 

 

 A reduction in the manual administration of performance reports and spreadsheets which 

are tasks undertaken by the Performance Team and Business Support Teams (see page 

5) 
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Senior Managers will be able to: 

 

 Managers at all levels will be able to monitor and manage service targets and they will not have 

to wait for someone to produce monthly reports and documentation. 

 

 Decisions will be informed by having real time performance information available. 

 

 Data analysts will be more available to provide information which will inform strategic decisions 

rather than manually producing routine data.  

 

 Improve partnership working through the increased visibility, standardisation and consistency of 

City data and information. 

 

Service Managers will be able to: 

 

 Quickly access data to investigate trends and anomalies in performance. 

 

 Be able to understand and respond to spikes in demand in real time. 

 

 Be able to review the performance of single teams and individual officers. 

 

This Programme will focus on the automation of the routine and regular reporting systems. This will 

create an advanced data set and increased level of expertise on the Business Intelligence Team. In 

future phases the team will be equipped to provide ad-hoc automated performance reports. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Specific Benefits 
 

 
Benefit Description Action Savings/Benefits Measurement Owner 

1 
Reduced administration 

through the automation of 
the: 

 Statutory Return 

Automation of 
Report.  

137 hours 
annually 

PO2-PO4 average cost  
£38,709-£49,569 

Total saving = 3,837 
pa 
 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Peter 
Storrie 

2 Reduced administration 
through the automation of 

the: 
 Performance 

Outcomes 
Framework reports 

Automation of 
Report.  

96.5 hours per 
month 

1,158 hours per 
annum 

PO2-PO4 average cost  
£38,709-£49,569 

Total saving £32,435 
pa 
 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Peter 
Storrie 

3 
Reduced administration 

through the automation of 
the: 

Quality Assurance A3 sheet 

Automation of 
Report. 

3 hours per 
month 

36 hours per 
annum 

PO6 @ £55,577 
Total saving £1,276 

pa 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Peter 
Storrie 

4 

Reduced administration 
through the automation of 
performance related data 

for: 
 JB’s Citywide 

Dashboard  

Automation of 
Report.  

3.5 hours per area 
x 4 = 14 hours 
= 7.5 to pull 

together centrally 
21.5 hours per 

month 
258 hours per 

annum 
 

B3-PO2 average cost 
£20,213-£42,141 

Total saving £5,033 
pa 
 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Julie 
Bootle 

5 

Reduced administration 
through the automation of 
performance related data 

for: 
 Citywide Homecare 

Hours spreadsheet 

Automation of 
Report.  

2 hours per area x 
4 = 8 hours 

+ 4.00 to collate 
centrally 

12 hours per 
week 

624 hours per 
annum 

B3-PO2 average cost 
£20,213-£42,141 

Total saving £12,174 
pa 

 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Julie 
Bootle 

6 
Reduced administration 

through the automation of 
performance related data 

for Support Planning 
spreadsheet for  

 Citywide 
Placement Panel 

 Citywide CWQAP 
 

Automation of 
Reports.  

1 hour per area = 
4 hours 

+ 15 hours to 
collate centrally 
19 hours per 

week 
988 hours per 

annum 

B3-PO2 average cost 
£20,213-£42,141 

Total saving £19,276 
pa 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Julie 
Bootle 

7 

Reduced administration 
through the automation of: 

 Citywide 
Unallocated Sheet 

Automation of 
Report.  

1 hour per day per 
area  

20 hours per 
week 

1040 hours per 
annum 

B3-PO2 average cost 
£20,213-£42,141 

Total saving £20,290 
pa 
 

Staff reduction or 
improved 

performance 
analysis 

Julie 
Bootle 

8 

Reduced administration 
through the automation of: 

Delayed Discharges 

Automation of 
Report. 

5 hours per week 
+ Team Managers 
combined 4 hours 
per day =20 hours 

25 hours per 
week 

1300 hours per 
annum 

Business Support B3 @  
£24, 932 pa  

Team Managers PO6 
£55,580 

Total saving £40,901 
pa 
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Benefit Description Action Savings/Benefits Measurement Owner 

9 

 
Easier access to 

performance information 
and reports. 

Development of 

automated 
reporting tools 

Embedding 
business change, 

training. 

Managers will not have 
to wait for reports to be 
produced routinely and 

manually. 

Service 

improvements- 
workload 

performance 
indicator 

improvements 

 

10 
Decisions will be informed 

by having real time 
performance information 

available. 

Automated 
reporting tools will 
free up capacity to 

analyse 
performance. 

There will be a suite of 
reports available which 
will give insights into 
the achievement of 
service targets and 
resource utilisation. 

Service 
improvements- 

workload 
performance 

indicator 
improvements 

 

11 

Automated reports will help 
managers by alerting them 

to workload issues and 
trends in demand  

Reporting 
parameters will 

enable analysis of 
the cycles of 

demand, weekly, 
monthly and 

annually. 

Improved performance 
and staff utilisation. 

Service 
improvements- 

workload 
performance 

indicator 
improvements 

 

12 
Performance analysts will 

be more available to 
analyse performance trends 
which will inform strategic 

decisions. 

Automated 
reporting tools will 
free up capacity to 

analyse 
performance. 

Expertise will be 
available to investigate 

performance levels.  

Service 
improvements- 

workload 
performance 

indicator 
improvements 

 

13 

Improved Data Quality. 

Improved data 
validation 

capability, staff 
guidance and 

training 

Improved data assets.  
Service 

improvements 
 

14 

Improvements to processes 
and CIS will be identified 

through the need to provide 
management information. 

Reporting 
specifications will 

highlight data 
recording and core 

system 
functionality 

requirements. 

Improved data assets 
and consistent data 

recording. 

Service 
improvements 

 

15 
Improved service quality, 

efficiency and effectiveness 
of service delivery through 

the utilisation of 
performance information. 

Embedding 
business change. 

Improved consistent 
and systematic use of 

performance 
information and 

reports. 

Service 
improvements- 

workload 
performance 

indicator 
improvements 

 

16 
Improved Partnership 

working.  
Expanded Data 

Model 

Improved visibility, 
standardisation and 

consistency of City data 
and information. 

  

Total 

 

Total hours of 
activity 5,541 pa 
Days of activity 
825.8 
(approx. 3.5fte) 

Total direct financial 
savings  

£135,222 per annum 
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Appendix B (8.2) 

 
As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and 
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality, 
diversity, cohesion and integration. 
 
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the 
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines 
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions. Completed 
at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine: 

 the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and 
integration.   

 whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has already 
been considered, and 

 whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment. 
 

Directorate: Adults and Health Service area: Resources and Strategy 
 

Lead person: Stuart Cameron-
Strickland 
 

Contact number: 0113 783898 

 

1. Title: Adult Social Care Business Intelligence Arrangements - Staffing 
Requirements 
 

Is this a: 
 
     Strategy / Policy                    Service / Function                 Other 
                                                                                                                
 
 
If other, please specify 
 

 

2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening 
 

 
The Director of Adults and Health is asked to give authority to approve the release of 2 
full time posts to meet the business requirements for intelligence to support the 
directorate’s policies for delivering its financial and strategic priorities. 
 
 

 
 

3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration 
All the council’s strategies and policies, service and functions affect service users, 
employees or the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a 
greater or lesser relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.   

Equality, Diversity, Cohesion 
and Integration Screening 

 X  
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The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are. 
 
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender 
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that 
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being. 
 

Questions Yes No 

Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different 
equality characteristics?  

 No 

Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the 
policy or proposal? 

 No 

Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or 
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by 
whom? 

Yes  

Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment 
practices? 

Yes  

Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on 

 Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and 
harassment 

 Advancing equality of opportunity 

 Fostering good relations 

 No 

 
If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7 
 
If you have answered yes to any of the above and; 

 Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion 
and integration within your proposal please go to section 4. 

 Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and 
integration within your proposal please go to section 5. 

 
 

4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration 
 

If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality, 
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.  
 
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance). 

 How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration? 
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related 
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement 
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected) 
 
Consultation & Engagement 
All officers directly impacted by this proposal have been consulted within team groups 
and individually if requested between February and April 2020. 
A written briefing on this proposed delegated decision has been prepared for the 
Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing & Adults at Members Brief on the 14th May 2020. 
The Executive Member for Resources will be consulted by HR regarding the creation of 
the Director 45% post. The Chief Officer Resources and Strategy will inform and request 
feedback from the trade union representatives of this proposed decision via a written 
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briefing. 
 
 

 Key findings 
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality 
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups, 
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception 
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another) 
 
Under the Equality Act 2010 a Public sector equality duty came into force on 5 April 2011. 
Public sector organisation or others who deliver services or carry out public functions on 
their behalf have a duty to eliminate the types of conduct which are prohibited under the 
Act 2010 and to advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between those 
who have particular protected characteristics and those who don’t. Business intelligence 
relating to the council’s progress in this regard is required by leaders and managers. 
 
Empowering members of all communities in Leeds to have equal access to social care 
support is an essential component for making Leeds the best city to live in. It enables all 
citizens to utilise local and personal assets to live their lives the way they want. It 
increases the effectiveness of preventative strategies, enhances individual capacity to 
remain independent and reduces the need for more expensive services.  
 
The Council must have appropriate intelligence to assure that it is meeting its 
commitment to promote independence; reduce the requirement for institutional care and 
is utilising its services in a way which maximises the value of its resources for people with 
care and support needs. This proposal will enhance the council’s capacity to develop and 
utilise its intelligence which can assure equality of access. 
 
 

 Actions 
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact) 
 
The Recruitment and Selection Policy and Procedure is designed to ensure people are 
treated fairly in line with wider Council values – “We value the diversity of our 
communities and strive to ensure that everyone shares in the city’s success. We will 
tackle discrimination and improve access to our services, especially to those with the 
greatest need.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.  If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and 
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment. 
 

Date to scope and plan your impact assessment: 
 

 

Date to complete your impact assessment 
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Lead person for your impact assessment 
(Include name and job title) 

 

 
 

6. Governance, ownership and approval 
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening 

Name Job title Date 

 
Steve Hume 

Chief Officer Strategy and 
Resources 

12/5/20 

Date screening completed 11/5/20 
 

 

7. Publishing 

Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only 
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or 
a Significant Operational Decision.  
 

A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision 
making report:  

 Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full 
Council. 

 The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and 
Significant Operational Decisions.  

 A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent 
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk  for record. 

 

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening 
was sent: 

For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to 
Governance Services  
 

Date sent: 

For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational 
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate 
 

Date sent: 12/5/20 
 
 

All other decisions – sent to  
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk 
 

Date sent: 

 
 

mailto:equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk
mailto:equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk
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Appendix C – Structure Charts (8.3) 
 
Performance & Quality Assurance Team 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Head of Policy and Performance 
Dir 60% 

Head of Performance 
Management 

45% 
(Proposed new Post) 

Children’s & Families Policy & 
Performance Team 

Senior Performance & Quality 
Assurance Officer 

PO6 

Principal Performance & Quality 
Assurance Officer 

PO4 

Principal 
Performance & QA 

Officer 
PO4 

Senior 
Commissioning 
Services Analyst 

PO4 

Senior 
Commissioning 
Services Analyst 

PO4 

Senior 
Commissioning 

Services Analyst 
PO4 (Seconded) 

Performance & 
Quality Assurance 

Officer 
PO2 
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Embedding Change Team 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Delivery Manager 
45% 

Embedding BI 
Systems Manager 

PO4 
(Proposed New Post) 

Team Manager 
PO4 

 

Business 
Development Manager 

Senior Business 
Support Officer 


